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A message from 
Marc Gordon, 
Chairman

“Patients continue to drive our sense of urgency and desire to 
accelerate the delivery of improved care, effective treatments 
and ultimately to find a cure for myeloma.”

“Demand for our patient information has risen by 54% 
since 2018, and we have doubled the number of 
patients receiving our magazine ‘Myeloma Matters’”

If I were asked to identify one thing that makes 
Myeloma UK uniquely placed to tackle the 
challenges that are all too present around 
myeloma, I would say that it is our unswerving 
commitment to putting our patients at the 
forefront of everything that we do. We make sure 
that, no matter where they are on their myeloma 
journey, we understand their concerns and 
respond to their needs.

We know we can never rest on our laurels. We 
are rightly proud of our role in the progress made 
in the care and treatment available to patients 
with this incurable blood cancer over the last two 
decades and in 2019, as we develop our strategy 
and services to be ready for future challenges, 
we once again reaffirm our commitment to our 
patients, their families and carers.

We know that our help and support is still 
needed. We have seen a 29% rise since last year 
in the number of bespoke ‘Ask the Nurse’ emails 
that we send out which offer tailored advice on 
an individual’s condition and their treatment 
options. Demand for our patient information has 
risen by 54% since 2018, and we have doubled 
the number of patients receiving our magazine 
‘Myeloma Matters’. This year, for the first time, 
we began to offer dedicated group sessions for 
carers, and online communications for working 
age patients and their families.

Having a strong focus on the future was a key 
factor in 2019 for our research programme as we 
realised the next evolution in our strategy - the 
launch and funding of the Concept and Access 
Research Programme (CARP). This joint project 
between the UK Myeloma Research Alliance and 
Myeloma UK enables us to now design trials and 
studies that answer research questions that we 
believe will bring the most benefit to myeloma 
patients.  
Moreover, this form of innovative research 
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design will mean that patient response will 
shape the next stage of any funded studies. As 
the successor to our successful clinical trials 
network, it is essential that CARP also ensures 
our patients continue to have access to the most 
promising novel treatments through trials.

Yet some things do not change as quickly as we 
would wish. Even with the development of new 
myeloma treatments, the fact remains that too 
many of our patients are still diagnosed through 
an emergency route or after repeated GP visits. 
The earlier we diagnose patients, the better their 
potential clinical response is likely to be, and no 
myeloma patient should have to face reduced 
treatment options as a result of complications 
arising from a late diagnosis. 

This year, our healthcare advocacy services 
team have gone further than ever before in 
identifying and addressing the barriers to earlier 
diagnosis and have expanded the remit of the 
Myeloma UK-led Early Diagnosis Committee 
to include a laboratory best practice working 
group and a Monoclonal Gammopathy of 
Undetermined Significance (MGUS) working 
group. Through innovative and fresh partnerships 
with: Macmillan; the Royal College of General 
Practitioners (RCGP); the C the Signs project and 
the Medical Defence Union we reached further 
into the primary care audience than before, 
raising awareness of the signs and symptoms of 
myeloma to work to change unacceptable delays 
to diagnosis.

Post diagnosis, Myeloma UK remains committed 
to putting patient choice and preferences at the 
heart of treatment. 

This year, we represented patient views in three 
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
(NICE) assessments, with all the proposed 
treatments going on to be made available by the 
NHS. We also continue to engage with NICE on 
their processes and methods review to influence 
changes that will help overcome barriers to 
approval of new myeloma treatments – one of a 
limited number of patient representative groups 
to be asked to do so. 

I would like to sincerely thank all the supporters, 
partners and staff that have made these 
impressive achievements possible this year. 
The feedback we receive from patients, their 
families and carers is a constant reminder of the 
difference we make to people’s lives and it is with 
great pride that I present to you the annual report 
for 2019.

Marc Gordon 
Chairman, 
Myeloma UK

“Post diagnosis, Myeloma UK remains committed to putting 
patient choice and preferences at the heart of treatment.”
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What is Myeloma?
Myeloma is a blood cancer originating in the bone marrow, for 
which currently there is no cure. It is a complex cancer which can 
make it difficult for healthcare professionals to recognise and 
diagnose, and living with a diagnosis of myeloma can place a 
huge physical and emotional strain on the people it affects.
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About Myeloma
Whilst treatable, myeloma is not yet curable.

Treatment aims to control myeloma, relieve 
symptoms, and improve quality of life. It 
generally leads to periods of remission but 
patients inevitably relapse requiring further 
treatment.

This is why it is vital that we invest in research 
and support access to the best treatment 
and care for myeloma patients.
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At any one time there are 
around 17,500 people 
living with myeloma 
in the UK .

Every year 5,700 new cases of 
myeloma are diagnosed in the UK  

– that’s 15 cases every day

Myeloma is the 
third most common 
form of blood cancer

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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About Myeloma UK
Myeloma UK is the only organisation in the UK dealing exclusively 
with myeloma and related conditions. We understand its 
complexities, and the impact living with a diagnosis of myeloma 
can have on patients, families and carers.

At Myeloma UK patients come first in everything we do.
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Our Values 

We strive for Excellence
We constantly strive for excellence in everything we are involved with, 
helping us achieve consistently high standards while offering well 
informed support. We have expert knowledge, delivering quality in 
everything we do.

We are Compassionate
Our understanding nature underpins all conversations, meetings and 
interactions. This warmth helps us empathise with people in difficult 
situations, offering support while being thoughtful and considerate 
colleagues. 

We are Passionate 
Our passion encourages us to go over and above, channelling our energy 
positively to make significant, measurable progress. We believe in what we 
do. Our desire to find a cure is unstoppable, as is our drive to help those 
affected.

We are Collaborative
We are united behind our goal of finding a cure for myeloma. To achieve this, 
we work with and support a wide variety of stakeholders to drive progress. This 
collaborative approach empowers us to work as a team, share progress, share 
knowledge and involve the right people.

We are Innovative
We are always searching for new ways to challenge myeloma. Our work 
progresses new drugs and treatments, influences policy and encourages 
positive change. Our ability to look at situations from a variety of perspectives 
allows us to explore new avenues and find the best ways to support the 
people we interact with.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Our Work
Our determination to support everyone affected by myeloma unites us 
and underpins our goals: 

Our key activity focuses on:

TO EMPOWER 
PATIENTS AND 

THEIR FAMILIES

TO INFORM AND 
INFLUENCE POLICY

TO EDUCATE 
HEALTHCARE 

PROFESSIONALS

TO IMPROVE 
TREATMENT 
AND CARE

Research and Patient Advocacy
We direct investment into strategic research that offers the best chance 
of significantly improving outcomes for myeloma patients, and fund 
research from the laboratory to the patient’s bedside.

Our Patient Advocacy Team collaborates with patients, doctors, the 
Government, NHS and the pharmaceutical industry to influence UK health 
policy and enable timely access to new treatments for myeloma patients.

Patient and Family Services
Our team provides a range of information and support services to 
anyone affected by myeloma and related disorders, whenever they need 
it. We support patients, their carers, families and friends through a range 
of services by providing clinical information on myeloma and related 
conditions, as well as a range of practical and emotional support. 
We understand the importance of information and support in helping 
people deal with a diagnosis, make informed decisions about their own 
treatment and care, and find practical ways to live well with myeloma.

Resources and Services for  
Healthcare Professionals (HCPs)
We work with healthcare professionals to ensure patients get diagnosed 
as soon as possible, and receive the best treatment and care. We provide 
unique resources and tailored information for those involved in the 
treatment and care of myeloma patients.

Fundraising
Our fundraising activity allows us to invest in research and to ensure that 
patients get access to the best possible information, support, treatment 
and care. We receive no government funding and rely on voluntary 
donations and fundraising activities. Our work is only made possible 
thanks to our generous supporters.
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for every £1 spent 
on raising funds, 
we raised £6.10

Excluding support and 
governance cost allocated to  

the cost of raising funds, 

3,072 Infoline calls

631 information publications 
sent out following calls

122,735 pieces of Patient 
Information issued

875 Ask The Nurse 
emails answered

66,085 publications downloaded 
from our website

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Healthcare 
Advocacy 

Services
Patient & Family Services and  

Healthcare Professional Programmes
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Overview
Our Healthcare Advocacy Services’ work assists people with myeloma 
and related conditions to improve both their experience as a patient 
and their quality of life – these were the key reasons Myeloma UK was 
established almost 22 years ago.

We aim to:

 • Inform, educate, support and alleviate feelings 
of anxiety and isolation in patients, their 
families, and carers

 • Facilitate timely diagnosis and high standards 
in delivering treatment and care

 • Improve equity, inclusiveness, engagement 
and reach across various audiences

We conduct this work under two broad headings:

 • Patient and Carer Information and Support 
Services

 • Resources and Services for Healthcare 
Professionals

As current leaders in these fields, we aim to 
provide a range of high quality information and 
support services to patients, families, carers and 
healthcare professionals whenever they need 
it. This includes clinical information, emotional 
and social support, as well as practical advice to 
help people deal with a diagnosis and find ways 
to live well.

We strive to help people navigate the 
complexities of the healthcare system and make 
informed decisions about their own treatment 
and care. Although we focus on myeloma, we 
also provide a range of information and support 
on related conditions, including AL amyloidosis, 
monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 
significance (MGUS), smouldering myeloma, 
plasmacytoma, POEMS (osteosclerotic myeloma) 
and plasma cell leukaemia (PCL).

Our patient and carer services are complemented 
by a range of resources for healthcare 
professionals that aim to facilitate awareness and 
education, improve diagnosis time, understand 
patients’ needs and preferences, and drive 
improvements in the standards for diagnosis, 
treatment and care provided. Furthermore, we 
recognise that healthcare professionals are a key 
asset in signposting patients to Myeloma UK.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Objectives and 
Activities
 • Help patients and their families come to terms 
with a diagnosis, find ways to live better with it, 
and make informed decisions about their own 
treatment and care 

 • Provide information that is tailored to the 
individual needs of patients and family 
members at all stages of their journey 

 • Give people affected by myeloma and AL 
amyloidosis the opportunity to meet and gain 
support from others in a similar situation 

 • Keep patients and their families and carers 
informed of the latest advances in myeloma 
research and treatment 

 • Provide unique resources and tailored 
information for doctors, nurses and other 
healthcare professionals involved in the 
diagnosis, treatment and care of myeloma 
patients 

 • Address some key challenges and barriers to 
early diagnosis in myeloma 

 • Apply the myeloma best practice standards – 
developed in collaboration with patients and 
healthcare professionals - to support hospitals 
in delivering optimum care to myeloma 
patients via the Clinical Service Excellence 
Programme (CSEP) 

Achievements and 
Performance
Our Healthcare Advocacy Services have set 
ambitious targets as we know this is the only 
way we will see a real and lasting difference for 
patients. 2019 was a very busy year, with a large 
number of activities and good progress made, 
and we received excellent feedback on all our 
service offerings. 

We further improved service provision and reach 
for both our patient and family and healthcare 
professional resources. A total of 122,735 
publications were disseminated in 2019 – a 50% 
increase on 2018. The most popular publications 
were the Infopack for newly diagnosed patients, 
Myeloma – An Introduction, and Bortezomib 
Treatment Guide. The number of subscribers 
receiving Myeloma Matters by email has more 
than doubled in 2019. Additionally, last year we 
were Highly Commended in the British Medical 
Association Patient Information Awards for our 
Infopack for living well with myeloma, which was 
also the runner-up in the Wellbeing category, and 
Commended for our Treatment Guide series. 

We now have 100 Support Groups registered on 
our website for patients and families affected by 
myeloma, AL amyloidosis and related conditions. 
We made 42 visits to Support Groups across 
the devolved nations, and organised three 
Support Group Regional Meetings in Stirling, 
Southampton and Edinburgh. To further enhance 
our relationship with Support Groups in the 
UK, we established a Support Group Leaders’ 
Working Group in 2019. The Group had two 
face-to-face meetings and a number of follow-up 
conference calls that helped us engage leaders in 
shaping our programmes of work. 
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Patient Information
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12 Patient and Family 
Infodays in 2019

attendees at our Patient and 
Family Infodays1,183

56,650 publications posted out or distributed 
at events in 2019

The number of service users engaging with 
the Myeloma UK Infoline and Ask the Nurse 
services demonstrate that the Myeloma 
Information Specialists continue to provide the 
gold standard of personalised information and 
support to people affected by myeloma. The 
team took 3,072 calls and answered 875 emails 
from patients and their families, with feedback 
showing that the team is delivering a vital and 
excellent service. Additionally, we have piloted 
an out-of-hours Infoline Service which will be 
evaluated in the coming months. Out of the 
three submissions to the Helplines Partnership, 
we received recognition for two awards. Ellen 
Watters (Myeloma Information Specialist) 
was shortlisted for Helpline Employee of the 
year and Deborah Gascoyne won first prize for 
her work on Myeloma UK’s Peer Network and 
for her fundraising activities. Myeloma UK is 
now recognised as an award winner in all the 
correspondence they have with UK helplines in 
2020.

There were 12 Infodays across the country in 
2019, with a total of 1,183 attendees. These 
were very successful and we received great 
feedback through the evaluation forms filled in by 
attendees. Further to this we held two Myeloma 
and Me events in partnership with hospitals and 
had 147 attendees across these events. The 
latter events are designed to reach those we 
have not previously engaged and to bring a more 
diverse audience to our events.

Hospitals receive the Myeloma UK CSEP 
accreditation in recognition of their commitment 
to providing outstanding treatment and care to 
their patients and their families. The following 
ten hospitals were accredited and presented 
with the CSEP plaque in the last twelve months: 
Chesterfield Royal Hospital; Darlington Memorial 
Hospital; Manchester Royal Infirmary; 

North Middlesex Hospital (London); Nottingham 
City Hospital; Queen’s Hospital (Romford); Royal 
Liverpool Hospital; St George’s Hospital (London); 
The Christie Private Care (Manchester) and 
University Hospital of North Durham. The CSEP 
accredited hospitals are always very proud of 
their achievement, as it is a respected recognition 
of all the good work they do for their patients 
along the whole patient journey.

Early diagnosis is another important programme 
of work within our Healthcare Advocacy Services. 
During the year, we expanded the remit of the 
Myeloma UK Early Diagnosis Committee to 
include a Laboratory Best Practice Working 
Group and a MGUS Working Group. Both groups 
are progressing best practice papers. Achieving 
good, consistent practice is vital in creating 
a landscape for timely diagnosis of myeloma. 
In 2019 we had unprecedented success in 
identifying and progressing a varied portfolio of 
work aimed at raising awareness with a primary 
care audience. With Macmillan, we co-produced 
Myeloma Ten Top Tips to add to their series. 
Myeloma UK became an early supporter of C the 
Signs, a digital decision making tool that enables 
GPs to input symptoms in order to identify 
patients with possible early signs of cancer. We 
presented at a national masterclass for GPs held 
in Manchester, attended an RCGP Haematology 
for General Practice event, exhibited at the RCGP 
Annual Conference and continued to assist 
with local GP education events. Following an 
approach to medical defence organisations, the 
Medical Defence Union highlighted the need for 
early diagnosis in myeloma in an article on their 
website. 

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Support Groups 2019
60  Myeloma

28 Haematology

5 AL amylloidosis
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The Future
During 2020, we will build upon ongoing 
success and ensure our materials stay relevant 
to patients, their families and the healthcare 
professionals who look after them. We are going 
to continue to find ways to increase our reach and 
engagement across both our patient and family 
and healthcare professional services. We will 
build upon the ongoing success of our Infodays 
programme, maintaining high standards and 
engaging with excellent healthcare professionals. 
We are developing our programme to include 
new topics for workshops and presentations 
and improving our core presentations. We 
will continue to try and engage with hard to 
reach groups by building on the success of our 
Myeloma and Me events and producing more of 
these types of events in 2020. 

In 2020, one area of focus for our Early Diagnosis 
Programme is the laboratory, and its interaction 
with both primary and secondary care physicians. 
Knowledge about the appropriate diagnostic 
tests, access to rapid diagnostics and the 
interaction between the clinicians and laboratory 
teams when significantly abnormal results are 

found are key in reducing diagnostic delays. 
We are planning to develop another Working 
Group under the auspices of the Early Diagnosis 
Programme that will focus on matters impacting 
diagnosis of AL amyloidosis patients.

Another area of focus for 2020 – and building on 
the Facebook Live pilot session for younger aged 
adults who are working and living with myeloma, 
which was seen by almost 3,000 people in the 
last couple of months of 2019 - will be around 
information and support for younger, working age 
patients and carers. This theme will cut across all 
Healthcare Advocacy Services teams. 

We will continue to use new innovative digital 
channels and technologies to enhance our 
service provision for both information and 
support. Furthermore, we will seek out and 
welcome opportunities for collaboration with 
likeminded organisations, within the UK and 
beyond, to augment the support offered to 
people affected by myeloma and related 
conditions.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Research 
and Patient 

Advocacy
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Overview
Patients are at the centre of everything we do at Myeloma UK, and 
our mission has always focussed on scientific discovery to find new 
treatments and improving patient experience and quality of life 
to support myeloma patients to live better. We fund innovative and 
impactful research into myeloma to increase survival times, give 
improved quality of life and ultimately leading to a cure. 

Our research in 2019 continued across three 
main programmes: 

 • Translational Research

 • Clinical Trials

 • Health Services Research (HSR) 

Objectives 
and Activities
Myeloma UK’s research aims to help patients 
live longer and live better with myeloma, with a 
cure as our ultimate goal. Our patient advocacy 
aim is to make the patient voice heard and have 
influence with decision makers. We do this by 
giving evidence-based submissions for access 
to the best new myeloma treatments and help 
to shape healthcare and cancer policies and 
strategies. We amplify the patient voice by 
working together with other healthcare charities 
and health care professionals.

Achievements and 
Performance
Since MUK one opened in 2011, over 1,167 
patients have taken part in the ten MUK clinical 
trials. The findings from these trials will inform 
the development of future, later-phase studies, 
as well as increase understanding of responses 
to certain drugs. In 2019, findings from 
MUK six, MUK seven and MUK nine trials were 
reported, including at prestigious international 
conferences.

Myeloma UK continues to drive change for 
patients both in research and patient advocacy. 
Our funding, engagement and delivery of 
research has continued in 2019, seeing academic 
papers in peer reviewed journals, work presented 
at a range of scientific conferences and posters 
showcasing research we have funded or have 
contributed to.

Through our patient advocacy work we saw three 
new treatments approved for patients on the NHS 
through both the National Institute of Clinical 
Evidence and the Scottish Medicines Consortium. 

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Overview 
The Myeloma UK Translational Research programme aims to accelerate 
patient benefits by increasing knowledge of underlying disease 
mechanisms and looking at how this can be translated into potential 
drugs or biomarkers. 

We are funding the following translational 
research projects:  

The research programme at the Institute of 
Cancer Research (ICR) led by Professor Richard 
Houlston FRS and Dr Martin Kaiser continued 
with the aim of delivering personalised and 
stratified medicine across three main work 
streams: 

i. The genetics of susceptibility to myeloma and 
the mechanisms which lead to its onset.

ii. The genomic changes which drive myeloma 
as the disease progresses and correlating 
these with clinical outcomes and treatment 
responses from clinical trials. 

iii. Using data from (i) and (ii) to investigate 
new therapies in cellular models of myeloma. 

The Programme Grant is generously supported 
by restricted income from the Kreitman 
Foundation, DD McPhail Charitable Trust 
and Richard Townley.

The Structural Genomics Consortium based 
in Oxford continued to investigate detailed 
mechanisms of action. The research focuses on 
under-investigated proteins by looking at their 
3D structure and chemical makeup to learn 
more about the cause of disease. The Structural 
Genomics Consortium also makes high quality 
specific chemicals to kick start drug discovery 
research into newer treatments to overcome 
resistance and improve side effect for patients. 

When a potential new drug is identified, there 
will be data and knowledge about why it may not 
work for some patients or why it may be highly 
effective for others. 

A huge benefit of the consortium is that 
everything is Open Science, meaning progress 
can be viewed and added to. It also shares 
success as well as when things haven’t gone to 
plan; this avoids repetition from other researchers 
and saves resources.

We continued to fund Dr Felix Feyertag as an 
expert bioinformatician with generous funding 
from the Joyce and Norman Freed Trust. The 
funding from the Freed Trust means that a less 
common cancer like myeloma doesn’t get left 
behind in treatment options.

We believe that funding future researchers is 
essential to the continuation of high-quality 
research in myeloma. Our funded Clinical 
Research Fellowship is supporting 
Dr Jonathan Carmichael in the project ‘Defining 
the utility and suitability of Immune Diversity 
Genotyping in the setting of multiple myeloma: 
the early development of immune biomarker 
determination’. The project is investigating 
the role of a patient’s own immune system in 
the progression of myeloma and in responses 
to treatment in addition to providing research 
training for a rising star in myeloma research. 
The fellowship is based at the University of Leeds, 
a centre of excellence for myeloma research.  

Translational Research



Findings from research covered:

 • Analysing distinctive patterns in genetic mutations (mutational signatures) to improve our 
understanding of how and why myeloma develops and evolves

 • Analysing how the genetic mutations associated with myeloma impact gene function 

 • Investigating if myeloma is genetic linked to other plasma cell disorders (MGUS, AL amyloidosis)
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Translational Research

Achievements and Performance
Publications in peer-reviewed journals represent the principle currency of research output. In 2019, 
11 research papers, including the six below, were published in prestigious journals citing Myeloma UK 
funding from our translational research programme:

1
Blood Cancer Journal (2019), 9(8), 11

Mutational processes contributing to the 
development of multiple myeloma

Hoang et al

2
The Lancet Oncology (2019), 6(3), e154

Lenalidomide maintenance versus observation 
for patients with newly diagnosed multiple 
myeloma (Myeloma XI) ): a multicentre, 
open-label, randomised, phase 3 trial

Cook et al

3
Leukemia (2019)

Eight novel loci implicate shared 
genetic etiology in multiple myeloma, 
AL amyloidosis, and monoclonal 
gammopathy of unknown significance

Chattopadhyay et al

5
Communications Bioloigy (2019), 2(1), 1

Genome-wide interaction and 
pathway-based identification of key 
regulators in multiple myeloma

Chattopadhyay et al

6
Annals of Human Genetics (2019), 83(4), 231

Regions of homozygosity as risk 
factors for multiple myeloma

Went et al .

4
 Human Genomics (2019), 13(1), 37

Transcriptome-wide association 
study of multiple myeloma identifies 
candidate susceptibility genes

Went et al

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Funding Clinical Trials and Studies 

Overview
2019 saw the launch and funding of the Concept and Access Research 
Programme as a joint project between the UK Myeloma Research 
Alliance and Myeloma UK. This is an initiative to develop early phase 
trials so that myeloma patients always have access to the best 
treatment and options available. 

The Concept and Access Research Programme 
(CARP) will design trials and studies to answer 
research questions which will bring the most 
benefit to myeloma patients. It also aims to put 
the UK at the forefront of myeloma research so 
that patients have early access to experimental 
treatments.

The trials will provide proof of concept data for 
larger and later phase trials, or data which will 
support access to treatments through the NHS. 
It will explore innovative trial designs and mean 
that patient response will shape the next stage 
of any study. 

Moving to the CARP model means that 
Myeloma UK can sustainably continue to support 
trials for patients and work with the University of 
Leeds Clinical Trials Research Unit, a centre of 
excellence in myeloma trials. 

Our commitment to develop and fund Research 
Leaders of the future extends into clinical trials. 
We funded a part-time PhD for Andrew Hall at 
the University of Leeds in “Adaptive designs 
for early phase clinical trials in oncology with 
an application to myeloma”. 2019 saw the first 
results from this with a poster at the American 
Society of Haematology conference.

In 2019 we also continued to fund existing commitments on the following clinical trials:

Trial name Status in 2019

MUK three End of study close down. Findings have been prepared for publication

MUK four End of study close down. Findings have been prepared for publication

MUK five End of study close down. Findings have been prepared for publication

MUK six End of study close down. Findings published in British Journal of Heamatology 

MUK seven Small numbers of patients in follow-up; early findings presented at international 
conferences

MUK eight The study is now closed to recruitment. Final analysis is underway

MUK nine The trial closed to recruitment ahead of target. Early findings presented at 
international conferences

MUK eleven The trial is now closed to recruitment with small numbers of patients in follow-up

MUK twelve Recruitment
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Funding Clinical Trials and Studies 

Achievements and Performance
Since MUK One opened in 2011, over 1,167 patients have taken part in the ten MUK trials. The 
findings from these trials will inform the development of future, later-phase studies, as well as increase 
understanding of responses to certain drugs. 

MUK nine
We have seen fantastic results from MUK nine, 
the first UK-wide trial which used genetic 
screening to identify high-risk myeloma patients. 
Patients who met the criteria were able to receive 
more intensive treatment for their myeloma. The 
trial was very successful in recruitment and hit 
the recruitment target eight months ahead of 
schedule. It also demonstrated that multi-centre 
trials using genetic screening to group patients 
to determine treatment are feasible.

Preliminary results from MUK nine were 
presented by Martin Kaiser from The Institute 
of Cancer Research, London at the American 
Society of Haematology Annual Meeting and 
Exposition 2019.

2019 saw the successful transition from 
the Myeloma UK Clinical Trials Network 
(CTN) to the UK Myeloma Research Alliance 
(UKMRA)-Myeloma UK-Concept and Access 
Research Programme. 

The UKMRA-Myeloma UK-CARP is designed to 
catalyse the development of myeloma patient 
centric, early phase (Phase 1 or 2) clinical trials. 
The initiative will focus on trials, which will 
provide proof of concept data for larger Phase 
3 trials or generate additional data to support 
patients access to treatments through the NHS.

The UKMRA-Myeloma UK-CARP initiative will also 
utilise the strong relationships built as part of 
the CTN to set-up clinical trials at research sites 
across the UK and ensure the evolution from 
the Clinical Trials Network is a stronger, more 
sustainable, long-term funding model.

We will see faster development of and an 
increase in trials resulting in more myeloma 
patients across the UK having the opportunity 
to access new treatments through clinical trials. 
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With the continued support of the 
David Forbes Nixon Charitable 
Foundation, Dr Martin Kaiser 
(above) continued research on 
his flagship Jacquelin Forbes 
Nixon Research Fellowship, which 
focusses on “Deciphering the 
genetics of refractory myeloma”.

The research aims to identify and 
characterise changes in the genome which 
are linked to the development of refractory 
myeloma. This research will increase 
knowledge about tumour classification 
and aid development of biomarkers. 
These biomarkers may predict how well 
patients will respond to drugs and help the 
identification of new targets for treatment. 
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Patient Preferences 
and Health Technology 
Assessment
The project involved a review of the existing 
patient preferences literature, primary research 
with myeloma patients, and the engagement 
of a range of stakeholders in the context of a 
critical assessment workshop. Taken together, 
the findings from these research activities have 
provided an overview of the potential value of 
using quantitative patient preference data in HTA 
and identified a range of different applications to 
which these data could be usefully applied.

To understand how patient preference data could 
be used in approving new treatments for use on 
the NHS, Myeloma UK funded a two-year project 
in collaboration with a research team at the 
National Institute of Health and Care Excellence 
(NICE).

“We are encouraged that NICE see patient 
preference data as offering valuable insights to 
health technology assessment bodies. There 
is broad consensus that the system must do 
better in understanding what is important to 
patients and the decisions they must make about 
treatment benefits in “the real world”. Without 
understanding what matters most to patients, 
how can we truly understand the value of a 
treatment?” 

– Shelagh McKinlay, Head of Patient Advocacy .
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Health Services Research

Overview

1. https://journals.rcni.com/cancer-nursing-practice/evidence-and-practice/how-people-with-myeloma-perceive-patientreported-
outcome-measures-cnp.2019.e1574/abs

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f06wm8MmhbU
3. https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmed.2019.00082/full
4. https://www.myeloma.org.uk/news/new-research-supports-better-integration-of-patient-voice-in-health-technology-

assessments/
5. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31325331

The Health Services Research (HSR) programme provides insight into 
the needs, experiences and preferences of people with myeloma and 
related diseases and uses this insight as evidence to influence, inform 
and effect change.

The programme includes research projects 
conducted between Myeloma UK and partner 
organisations, and those conducted by academic 
clinicians.

 From our portfolio of HSR projects: 

 • The findings from our examination of Patient 
Reported Outcome Measures and their use 
and prevalence in the UK was published in 
Cancer Nursing Practice1

 • We were invited to present findings from the 
Patient Reported Outcome Measures work at 
Myeloma Patients Europe, with the discussion 
filmed and circulated for public dissemination2

 • Myeloma UK is recognised as a leader in 
person-centred care and the psychosocial 
needs of patients with cancer by the 
prestigious journal, Frontiers in Medicine3

 • Our collaborative report with NICE on 
collecting and using preference data in Health 
Technology Assessments has been published 
online and is being sent out to key policy 
and pharma stakeholders. The report and 
accompanying news story is available online4

 • Our paper on productivity losses in newly 
diagnosed patients and the impact of 
maintenance has been published in the 
European Journal of Haematology by Dr 
Graham Jackson. Publishing in prestigious 
academic journals highlights the credibility 
of our research and allows dissemination to 
clinicians. Findings can be read here5 

Achievements and 
Performance
 • Our Patient and Carer Research Panel gives 
an opportunity to strengthen research, both 
in adding value to projects and making them 
more realistic and impactful to patients. It also 
ensures our patient led approach continues 
to grow and develop. The Panel has grown in 
recent years and in 2019 members contributed 
to research in:

 • Trial protocol and patient information 
(University of Leeds)

 • Myeloma UK Registry Stakeholder workshop
 • Adherence to medicines study (University 

Hospitals Birmingham)
 • Research on bone disease (Kings College 

London)
 • Myeloma Patients Europe (MPE) Preferences 

for Information study

Our credibility with researchers remains high and 
we were named co-applicants to give the patient 
voice in two large funding applications to the 
National Institute of Health Research

Our collaborative report with NICE on collecting 
and using preference data in health technology 
Assessment has been published online and 
is being sent out to key policy and pharma 
stakeholders.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
https://journals.rcni.com/cancer-nursing-practice/evidence-and-practice/how-people-with-myeloma-perceive-patientreported-outcome-measures-cnp.2019.e1574/abs
https://journals.rcni.com/cancer-nursing-practice/evidence-and-practice/how-people-with-myeloma-perceive-patientreported-outcome-measures-cnp.2019.e1574/abs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f06wm8MmhbU
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmed.2019.00082/full
https://www.myeloma.org.uk/news/new-research-supports-better-integration-of-patient-voice-in-health-technology-assessments/
https://www.myeloma.org.uk/news/new-research-supports-better-integration-of-patient-voice-in-health-technology-assessments/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31325331
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Patient Advocacy

Overview
Our aim is to ensure that policy decision making and advocacy is 
driven by patient need and priorities. By using a structured approach 
to engagement, we have given a voice to myeloma patients and their 
families. We have pressed for access to the best new drug treatments 
and helped shape government policy to meet the needs of people 
affected by myeloma.

Objectives
 • Give myeloma patients and their families a 
voice in drug appraisals

 • Press for access by playing a vital role in the 
appraisal and approval process for the best 
new drug treatments

 • Helped shape government policy to meet the 
needs of people affected by myeloma 

Achievements and Performance
 • We brought patient perspectives to a number 
of Health Technology Assessments in 2019, all 
of which were approved for patient use:

 • Lenalidomide (Revlimid ®) and 
dexamethasone for newly diagnosed 
patients who are not eligible for a stem cell 
transplant through NICE

 • Lenalidomide and dexamethasone at second 
line (first relapse) through both NICE and the 
SMC

 • The triplet combination of Daratumumab 
(Darzalex®), bortezomib (Velcade®) and 
dexamethasone at second line (first relapse) 
through the SMC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 • We are engaging with the NICE processes and 
methods review to make changes which help 
to overcome barriers to approval of the most 
effective new myeloma treatments

 • We continued work on the impact of delayed 
diagnosis by developing the evidence base 
to make the advocacy case for improved 
performance in myeloma diagnosis,  
focusing on improving understanding and 
awareness of patient and family experience

 • Our advocacy work contributed to external 
stakeholder meetings and engagements, 
including with:

 • UK-wide NHS bodies 
 • The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Blood 

Cancer
 • The Scottish Parliament CPG on Cancer 
 • The Blood Cancer Alliance 
 • Cancer52
 • The UK Myeloma Forum Executive
 • Pharmaceutical companies with an interest 

in myeloma treatments
 • The Wales Cancer Alliance
 • The Scottish Cancer Coalition

We have given a voice 
to myeloma patients 
and their families.
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The Future
In 2020 we will implement our ambitious new Research and Patient Advocacy Strategies which include: 

 • Continuing to fund the Myeloma UK Centre for 
Translational Research at the ICR

 • Ensuring the opportunities arising from the 
innovative UK Myeloma Research Alliance 
and Myeloma UK in the Concept and Access 
Research Programme are strategic, patient-
centric, and will result in continued early phase 
trials to benefit myeloma patients

 • Delivering and maximising impact from our 
excellent Health Services Research projects

 • Seek funding to pilot a myeloma patient 
registry in partnership with key stakeholders

 • Continuing to represent the myeloma 
patient voice in the complex and challenging 
environment for access to medicines 

 • Supporting other key areas of organisational 
focus such as early diagnosis

 • Representing patient views and influencing 
the development of devolved nations cancer 
strategies

 • Continuing to represent the myeloma 
patient voice in the complex and challenging 
environment for access to medicines

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Fundraising
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Objectives and 
Activities
This year, the Myeloma UK fundraising team 
worked together with the Board of Trustees and 
Executive Leadership team to create a five year 
fundraising strategy - the objective of which is to 
provide income growth and sustainability to fund 
our ambitious organisational plans. 

Myeloma UK receives no government funding 
and we depend on voluntary donations and 
fundraising to support our work. 

We are committed to ensuring that the money 
raised by our supporters delivers the greatest 
impact for those affected by myeloma.

Fundraising income raised this year has driven 
core activities such as: 

 • Supporting research programmes which 
increase our understanding of myeloma and 
the treatments that work best

 • Influencing and working alongside 
government, policy makers, healthcare 
professionals and educators to improve 
support for families living with myeloma

 • Producing award winning publications which 
provide accurate and timely information on all 
aspects of living with myeloma

 • Educating and informing the health care 
community about the importance of early 
diagnosis and the difference it makes to 
patient outcomes

 • Working alongside industry and key 
stakeholders to ensure patients have access to 
the right treatment at the right time

Achievements and 
Performance
One of the highlights of our fundraising calendar 
in 2019 was the exclusive benefit performance of 
Six the Musical, at the London Art Theatre in May. 
Six the Musical tells the story of the six wives 
of Henry VIII, remixing 500 years of historical 
heartbreak into a 75-minute musical celebration. 

We are indebted to the cast and production 
team of this multi-award winning musical for 
their special one-off performance in support of 
Myeloma UK. Over £94,420 was raised from this 
event to help support our work.

Christmas fundraising at Myeloma UK was 
boosted in 2019 by the launch of the Myeloma 
Stars Christmas Appeal. Myeloma Stars – a 
specially created web-based dedication site – 
presented a sparkling virtual skyscape of stars. 
543 supporters dedicated a star to someone 
special in their lives whilst making a donation to 
Myeloma UK. The Appeal raised £18,637 plus 
Gift Aid. 

Also, last Christmas, instead of buying Christmas 
cards or receiving gifts, we received 183 financial 
gifts as donations to Myeloma UK, raising 
£11,843.

Last Christmas, we received 183 financial gifts as donations 
to Myeloma UK in lieu of cards and gifts, raising £11,843

Overview
The work of Myeloma UK would not be possible without the generosity 
of our donors. Not only are we continuing to raise vital funds each year 
but our reach is increasing too.

Each and every fundraiser and supporter is an ambassador for Myeloma UK, raising awareness of our 
work and acting as enthusiastic advocates for us, helping us to reach every corner of the UK.

We are extremely grateful to them for their generous support. 

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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“I was caught out by just how emotional I was, 
as well as having a huge grin on my face 
the whole way around.”
– Judith, myeloma patient and Golden Bond place runner, 2019
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Sporting events
Sporting events continue to be a popular way to support our work. 476 supporters gained places in 
organised events across the UK during 2019. These included the London Marathon, Great North Run 
and the Prudential RideLondon. Our supporters raised £495,652, pushing themselves in active 
challenges to swim, hike, run and cycle incredible distances across the UK, all in support of 
Myeloma UK.

476 supporters        £495,652 raised

2019 Donations Summary
In 2019, 7,470 individuals and organisations 
gave 35,441 gifts totalling £1,886,670. These 
donations included:

 • Regular donations

 • Gifts given in memory

 • Gifts given in celebration of a special occasion

 • Donations for Myeloma Stars dedications

 • Donations towards our quarterly magazine, 
Myeloma Matters

 • Donations from our patronage program 
(excluding Six donations/ticket income)

In Memory donations
Last year 532 bereaved families supported 
Myeloma UK by asking for donations instead 
of funeral flowers. 4,214 gifts were received in 
memory of loved ones, friends and colleagues, 
generating a staggering £560,204. We are 
extremely grateful to every person who supports 
Myeloma UK at such a difficult time.

Lottery
At the end of 2019, we were delighted to have 
910 supporters entering the Myeloma UK 
Lottery every week, hoping to win the top prize 
of £25,000. There were 847 wins last year and 
although nobody has won the top prize, (yet!) our 
Lottery players have helped raised a wonderful 
£24,498 to support our work

Celebration Giving
Many Myeloma UK supporters pledge to mark 
special celebrations asking for donations to 
Myeloma UK instead of gifts. 590 birthdays, 
anniversaries, weddings and other notable 
occasions helped raise £152,704 for Myeloma UK 
last year (264 on Facebook alone). Thank you 
to all those who gave up a gift to help make 
myeloma history.

Legacies
Gifts left to Myeloma UK in wills are a very special 
source of income, thoughtfully considered and 
making a lasting difference. We owe a huge 
‘thank you’ to the 30 individuals who left a 
donation in their will to Myeloma UK- ranging 
from £500 to over £200,000. These wonderful 
donations amounted to £571,319 which covers 
a significant portion of our research and services 
costs.

Community fundraising and 
events
Throughout the UK in so many ways, community 
supporters were inspired to raise funds and make 
a difference for Myeloma UK. A staggering 688 
different supporters and their families raised a 
total of £548,645, through a range of activities 
including social events, fundraising balls, music 
concerts, quiz nights, head shaves, abstaining 
from chocolate and much more.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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In 2019, 7,470 individuals and organisations 
gave 35,441 gifts totalling 
£1,886,670 

Coffee Morning Month
Coffee Morning Month is regular campaign in the Myeloma UK fundraising calendar. Held 
throughout November, there were 62 coffee mornings in support of Myeloma UK, ranging from 
small get-togethers to gatherings in village halls. As well as raising over £36,436 these events 
offered patients, their families and friends the chance to come together, share their experiences 
and help raise awareness of myeloma.

The Myeloma UK London Paris Ride 
In September 2019, 104 participants cycled 500km in our annual London Paris Ride. Four days of cycling 
through all weathers culminated in a unique opportunity to enter Paris under motorcycle escort finishing 
in style by the Eiffel Tower.

The London Paris Ride united myeloma patients, families and friends, healthcare professionals and teams 
from our pharmaceutical partners Amgen Ltd (UK & Ireland), Celgene, Sanofi and Takeda. Together riders 
raised an impressive £350,186 to support research into myeloma.
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The Future
Future plans include the first ever Myeloma UK 
Golf Day, planned for May 2020, and a Gala Dinner 
in 2021 – the first Myeloma UK dinner for over 
five years. We expect continued growth in our 
individual giving and in our regional fundraising as 

our reach in the community widens and our loyal 
supporters continue to value our work. 
Thank you to each and every one of you who have 
helped to support Myeloma UK. Together, we are 
fundraising to make myeloma history.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Report of the Directors for the 12 Months to December 2019

Financial review
During 2019 our income was £4.7m which was used for our ongoing investment in myeloma research and 
healthcare advocacy services. The overall result for the year was a surplus of £1.1m.

£4.7m

Our income 
for the year 
was £4.7m

£3.7m

Our expenditure on 
meeting the needs of 

people affected by 
myeloma was £3.7m.

£79p
From every £1 of 

expenditure, 79p was 
spent on improving 
the lives of people 

affected by myeloma.

£1.2m
Our expenditure on 

research totalled 
£1.2m

Income

Total income for the year was £4.7 million (2018: 
£4.7 million). This is consistent with the previous 
year and saw growth in our grant income and a 
reduction in clinical trial income. 

Our voluntary income remained strong at £3.3m 
(2018: £2.8m). Donations and legacies grew to 
£1.9m (2018: £1.7m), an increase of £0.2m.

Fundraising activities and events income was 
£1.3m (2018: £1.4m) and includes income from 
our patrons programme, Myeloma UK events and 
our Myeloma UK lottery. 

We are very grateful for the significant and 
continuing financial support of all our donors and 
supporters.

Expenditure

Our expenditure for the year was £3.7m overall 
(2018: £4.8m), a reduction of £1.1m on the 
previous year. Much of this reduction, £1.0m, was 
on our research and development programme 
which included the Clinical Trials Network and the 
Research Programmes at the Institute for Cancer 
Research.

We continued to operate with efficiency and 
effectiveness. Every pound spent on fundraising 
activity generated £6.10 of income and for every 
pound raised 79p was available for our charitable 
activities.

£4.7m

Total
Income

Donations, grants 
& legacies 
£3.3m

Services
£18k

Research and
development

£26k

Fundraising
activities

and events
£1.3m

Interest and 
other income 
£19k

£3.7m

Total
Expenditure

Raising funds
£0.9m

Services
£1.0m

Research and
development

£1.2m

Communications
£0.5m

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Funds

Our Balance Sheet shows that we are in a strong 
position with a current ratio of 3.3:1 (2018: 3.1:1); 
this position is largely attributed to significant 
cash and bank balances which are held in 
anticipation of funding a significant portfolio of 
research activities in the medium 
term, see note 22.

Reserves policy

At 31 December 2019 total reserves were 
£6.7m (2018: £5.6m); reserves are split between 
restricted, designated and general reserves as 
follows:

 • Restricted Reserves, £147k (2018: (£49k))

This represents funds that have been received 
to fund research or specific projects; further 
details of these reserves are provided in note 
23. At the end of 2019 these funds had a 
balance of £147k.

 • Designated Reserves, £5.2m (2018: £4.6m)

This is comprised of a reserve designated for 
research purposes of £1.1m (2018: £1m), 
a reserve designated for grants payable 
commitments of £1.8m (2018: £2.6m), 
a designated grant for the infrastructure 
programme of £0.3m, and a prudent reserve 
of £2.1m (2018: £1.0m) which represents 
12 months of overhead expenditure for the 
organisation. This is an increase from the 6 
months costs which were designated in 2018 
and represents a change in policy during the 
year.

 • General Reserves, £1.3m (2018: £1.0m)

The Directors have considered the reserves 
required and have taken into account current 
and future liabilities. Our policy is to maintain 
a designated reserve amounting to twelve 
months of operating expenditure plus a reserve 
designated specifically for research purposes. 
Total unrestricted funds at 31 December 
2019 stood at £6.6m (2018: £5.6m). After 
designating funds for specific purposes the 
remaining funds available for general charitable 
purposes was £1.3m (2018: £1.0m).

We are committed to funding research; our 
current research programme includes £1.8m of 
current commitments to funding translational 
and genetics research at the ICR, and clinical trial 
development at the University of Leeds. Note 22 
to these accounts highlights the commitments 
made by the organisation in regard to Research 
Grants.

Investment policy

Our organisation has a responsibility to its 
supporters and donors to utilise its funds for 
its charitable purpose and to use them with 
efficiency, effectiveness and economy. In 
addition, fiscal prudence is carried out at all 
times to safeguard the organisation’s assets. Any 
reserves and funds exceeding immediate cash 
requirements are considered for investment. 
These sums are held in order to meet ongoing 
commitments to funding research. 

In 2019 our board restated its commitment to a 
risk averse and professionally managed stance 
on investment, with all funds invested at low risk 
to capital. These quoted investments are stated 
at mid-market value at the balance sheet date. 
The Statement of Financial Activities includes 
the net realised and unrealised gains and losses 
arising on disposals and revaluations during the 
year. 

Based on the economic climate we are 
comfortable with the investment income 
achieved in 2019.
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Risk management
Myeloma UK has a Risk Management Policy 
which defines our approach to risk and the 
process for identification and management of 
the organisation’s key strategic risks. Risks are 
identified and assessed using a common matrix 
and scoring system. The risks are then reviewed 
and those considered to be high are discussed 

by the Executive Leadership Team on a monthly 
basis, with action plans put in place to manage 
them. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the key risks 
identified and the steps taken in 2019 in order to 
manage them.

Table 1: Myeloma UK Key Risks

Risk Mitigating action

Financial risk arising from an increasingly 
challenging fundraising environment and over 
dependence on individual networks for major 
income streams

 • Director of Income Generation in place and 
development of income generation strategy to 
ensure pipeline of high level income

 • Focus on engagement of a wider audience

 • Maximise opportunities and existing strengths 
to deliver sustainable income growth

Delay or non-completion of our research and 
services programmes due to lack of funds and/or 
recruitment of patients or staff

 • Ensure adequate funds are in place through 
the implementation and delivery of the 
fundraising strategy

 • Continuous close monitoring of research 
projects and early action taken when issues 
arise

 • To work closely and collaboratively with our 
research partners to enable recruitment of 
research staff

Risks associated with information governance or 
security

 • Action plan and staff training to ensure 
compliance with GDPR

 • Continuous review of IT security and staff 
training

Impact of Brexit on UK economy and 
Myeloma UK's strategy

 • Appropriate forward planning including an 
options paper

Failure to attract and retain staff  •  As part of our People Strategy, continue 
to develop and maintain employee reward 
scheme, performance programmes, and 
training plans to aid retention and ensure staff 
feel valued

Grant making policy

All research grants awarded are subjected to a 
strict peer review process by various independent 
panels. The grant award process is in accordance 
with the Association of Medical Research 
Charities (AMRC) guidelines. Myeloma UK is a 
member of the AMRC. 

Going concern

Our Directors are satisfied that the organisation 
has adequate unrestricted resources, of which 
a high percentage is held in cash, which will 
allow it to continue to meet its objectives for the 
foreseeable future. The organisation continues to 
adopt the going concern basis in preparing these 
financial statements.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Governance, structure and management 
Governance, structure and management 

Incorporation and commencement: Myeloma UK 
was registered as a charity on 8 April 1997. It 
is a charitable company limited by guarantee 
(Company Number SC190563), incorporated on 
23 October 1998. It is allowed to dispense with 
the word “limited” in its title. The organisation 
is governed by its Memorandum and Articles 
of Association and is recognised as a charity 
(Scottish Charity number SC026116).

Organisational structure

Working closely with the Executive Leadership 
Team, our Directors assume responsibility for the 
governance of the organisation; the setting of 
strategy; approval of budgets; financial planning; 
risk planning and investment strategy. 

All other tasks are the responsibility of the 
Executive Leadership Team, who at the year-
end were supported by a team of 52 employees. 
Details of our Directors (during the 12 months 
and up to the date of this report) are available on 
page 39 under Company Information. 

Whilst Directors are elected at the organisation’s 
Annual General Meeting or are co-opted they 
have no financial interest in the organisation. 
Each director is formally inducted and is provided 
with relevant information on the objectives and 
aims of Myeloma UK. 

Remuneration Policy

Our board are responsible for the determination 
of Executive Remuneration and take advice from 
officers which includes the benchmarking of 
salaries and evaluation of terms and conditions 
before reaching any decisions. Decisions on all 
other staff salary levels are delegated to the 
Executive Leadership Team, with the Finance 
and General Purposes Committee considering 
the affordability of any proposed annual and 
incremental pay progression through the yearly 
budget setting cycle. 

There are two sub committees of the board: 
the General Purposes Committee and a 
Nominations and Governance Committee. The 
General Purposes Committee is responsible 
for overseeing operations including the 
consideration of budgets, planning and HR 
matters. 

The Nominations and Governance Committee 
is responsible for ensuring that the board is 
comprised of members with the highest level and 
appropriate mix of skills and experience. 

There is also an Advisory Committee to the 
board, the Research Advisory Group. This 
is advisory in nature and does not have the 
authority to act for or bind the organisation. 
The remit of the Research Advisory Group is to 
provide the CEO and Board with advice on the 
development, review and implementation of the 
organisation’s research strategy. 

Co-operation in pursuit of charitable objectives

In pursuit of our objectives we co-operate with 
and partner a number of organisations including 
the Department of Health, the National Institute 
for Health Research, the Scottish Medicines 
Consortium, the Association of Medical Research 
Charities, the Blood Cancer Alliance and other 
relevant coalitions, networks and groups 
including other myeloma organisations.
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Company Information
Directors

The Directors who served during the year ended 31 December 2019 and up to the date of signing were:

Marc Gordon (Chair from 01 January 2019)
Sir Frank Chapman (Vice Chair)
Alexander Montgomery (Treasurer from 27 November 2019)
David Allmond
Lee Appleton
Susan Blair (resigned 13 September 2019)
Dr Karthik Ramasamy
Geraldine Haley
Alan Chant (from 22 May 2019)
Sarah Henshaw (from 14 September 2019)

The Directors, along with Executive Leadership Team are considered to be the key management 
personnel of the charity.

Executive Leadership Team

Chief Executive: Vacant
Director of Healthcare Advocacy Services: Ira Laketic-Ljubojevic
Director of Income Generation: Claire Houghton
Director of Research & Patient Advocacy: Simon Ridley (resigned 30 August 2019)
Director of Research & Patient Advocacy: Sarah McDonald (from 11 November 2019)
Director of Marketing & Communications: Jo Nove (from 03 June 2019)
Director of Finance & Operations: Lynn Wallace

Auditor

Scott-Moncrieff Audit Services
Exchange Place 3
Semple Street
Edinburgh
EH3 8BL

Legal Advisers

Morton Fraser
Quartermile Two
2 Lister Square
Edinburgh
EH3 9GL

Registered and Principal Office

Myeloma UK 
22 Logie Mill
Beaverbank Business Park
Edinburgh
EH7 4HG

Principal Bankers

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
2 Bernard Street
Edinburgh
EH6 6PU

Investment Managers

Ruffer LLP
80 Victoria Street
London
SW1E 5JL

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Statement of Directors’ responsibilities
The Directors (who are also trustees of 
Myeloma UK for the purposes of charity law) are 
responsible for preparing the Directors’ Report 
and the financial statements in accordance with 
applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting 
Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice). 

Company law requires the Directors to prepare 
financial statements for each financial year which 
give a true and fair view of the state of affairs 
of the charitable company and of the incoming 
resources and application of resources, including 
the income and expenditure, of the charitable 
company for that period. 

In preparing these financial statements, the 
Directors are required to: 

 • Select suitable accounting policies and then 
apply them consistently

 • Observe the methods and principles of the 
Charities SORP

 • Make judgements and accounting estimates 
that are reasonable and prudent

 • State whether applicable UK Accounting 
Standards have been followed, subject to any 
material departures disclosed and explained in 
the financial statements

 • Prepare the financial statements on the going 
concern basis unless it is inappropriate to 
presume that the organisation will continue in 
business

The Directors are responsible for keeping 
adequate accounting records that disclose with 
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial 
position of the charitable company and enable 
them to ensure that the financial statements 
comply with the Companies Act 2006, the 
Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) 
Act 2005 and the Charities Accounts (Scotland) 
Regulations 2006 (as amended). They are also 
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the 
organisation and hence for taking reasonable 
steps for the prevention and detection of fraud 
and other irregularities. 

Disclosure of information to the auditor

Each of the Directors has confirmed that there is 
no information of which they are aware which is 
relevant to the audit, but of which the auditor is 
unaware. They have further confirmed that they 
have taken appropriate steps to identify such 

relevant information and to establish that the 
auditor is aware of such information. 

Auditor

The above report has been prepared in 
accordance with the special provisions of Part 
15 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small 
companies. 

Approved by the Directors at their meeting on 19 
March 2020 and signed on their behalf by:

Signed: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Director  
Marc Gordon
Myeloma UK

22 Logie Mill, Beaverbank Business Park, 
Edinburgh, EH7 4HG
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Members and Trustees of 
Myeloma UK for the Year Ended 31 December 2019

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of 
Myeloma UK (the charitable company) for 
the year ended 31 December 2019 which 
comprise the Statement of Financial Activities 
(incorporating the Income and Expenditure 
Account), the Balance Sheet, the Statement 
of Cash Flows and the notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant 
accounting policies. The financial reporting 
framework that has been applied in their 
preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom 
Accounting Standards, including Financial 
Reporting Standard 102 ‘The Financial Reporting 
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of 
Ireland’ (United Kingdom Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice).

In our opinion, the financial statements:

 • give a true and fair view of the state of 
the charitable company’s affairs as at 31 
December 2019 and of its income and 
expenditure for the year then ended;

 • have been properly prepared in accordance 
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice; and

 • have been prepared in accordance with the 
requirements of the Companies Act 2006, the 
Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) 
Act 2005 and regulation 8 of the Charities 
Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as 
amended).

This report is made solely to the charitable 
company’s members, as a body, in accordance 
with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 
2006 and to the charitable company’s trustees, 
as a body, in accordance with regulation 10 of the 
Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 
(as amended). 

Basis for opinion 
We conducted our audit in accordance with 
International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs 
(UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities 
under those standards are further described 
in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of 
the financial statements section of our report. 
We are independent of the charitable company 
in accordance with the ethical requirements 
that are relevant to our audit of the financial 
statements in the United Kingdom, including the 
Financial Reporting Council’s Ethical Standard, 

and the provisions applicable for small entities, 
in the circumstances set out in note 31 to the 
financial statements, and we have fulfilled our 
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these 
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence 
we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for our audit opinion. 

Conclusions relating to going 
concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the 
following matters in which the ISAs (UK) require 
us to report to you where:

 • the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of 
accounting in the preparation of the financial 
statements is not appropriate; or

 • the trustees have not disclosed in the 
financial statements any identified material 
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt 
about the charitable company’s ability to 
continue to adopt the going concern basis 
of accounting for a period of at least twelve 
months from the date when the financial 
statements are authorised for issue. 

Other information
The other information comprises the information 
included in the annual report, other than the 
financial statements and our auditor’s report 
thereon. The trustees are responsible for the 
other information. Our opinion on the financial 
statements does not cover the other information 
and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly 
stated in our report, we do not express any form 
of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial 
statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether 
the other information is materially inconsistent 
with the financial statements or our knowledge 
obtained in the audit or otherwise appears 
to be materially misstated. If we identify such 
material inconsistencies or apparent material 
misstatements, we are required to determine 
whether there is a material misstatement in the 
financial statements or a material misstatement 
of the other information. If, based on the work 
we have performed, we conclude that there is a 
material misstatement of this other information, 
we are required to report that fact.

We have nothing to report in this regard.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Members and Trustees of 
Myeloma UK for the Year Ended 31 December 2019

Opinions on other matters 
prescribed by the Companies Act 
2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in 
the course of the audit:

 • the information given in the Directors’ Report 
for the financial year for which the financial 
statements are prepared is consistent with the 
financial statements; and

 • the Directors’ Report has been prepared in 
accordance with applicable legal requirements.

Matters on which we are required 
to report by exception
In the light of the knowledge and understanding 
of the charitable company and its environment 
obtained in the course of the audit, we have 
not identified material misstatements in the 
Directors’ Report.

We have nothing to report in respect of the 
following matters in relation to which the 
Companies Act 2006 and the Charities Accounts 
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended) 
require us to report to you if, in our opinion:

 • adequate and proper accounting records have 
not been kept, or returns adequate for our 
audit have not been received from branches 
not visited by us; or

 • the financial statements are not in agreement 
with the accounting records and returns; or

 • certain disclosures of trustees’ remuneration 
specified by law are not made; or

 • we have not received all the information and 
explanations we require for our audit; or

 • the trustees were not entitled to prepare 
the financial statements in accordance 
with the small companies’ regime and take 
advantage of the small companies’ exemption 
in preparing the Directors’ Report and take 
advantage of the small companies’ exemption 
from the requirement to prepare a Strategic 
Report.

Responsibilities of the trustees
As explained more fully in the Statement of 
Directors’ Responsibilities set out on page 
40, the trustees (who are the directors for 
the purposes of company law and trustees for 
the purposes of charity law) are responsible for 
the preparation of the financial statements and 
for being satisfied that they give a true and fair 
view, and for such internal control as the trustees 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation 
of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the 
trustees are responsible for assessing the 
charitable company’s ability to continue as a 
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters 
related to going concern and using the going 
concern basis of accounting unless the trustees 
either intend to liquidate the charitable company 
or to cease operations, or have no realistic 
alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the 
audit of the financial statements
We have been appointed as auditor under section 
44(1)(c) of the Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Act 2005 and under the Companies 
Act 2006 and report in accordance with the Acts 
and relevant regulations made or having effect 
thereunder.

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial 
statements as a whole are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, 
and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our 
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of 
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 
conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will 
always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or 
error and are considered material if, individually 
or in aggregate, they could reasonably be 
expected to influence the economic decisions 
of users taken on the basis of these financial 
statements.

A further description of our responsibilities for the 
audit of the financial statements is located on the 
Financial Reporting Council’s website at:  
www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities  
This description forms part of our auditor’s report.

https://www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Members and Trustees of 
Myeloma UK for the Year Ended 31 December 2019

Use of report
Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the charitable company’s members, as a 
body, and the charitable company’s trustees, as a body, those matters we are required to state to them 
in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or 
assume responsibility to anyone other than the charitable company, the charitable company’s members, 
as a body, and the charitable company’s trustees, as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the 
opinions we have formed.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Michael Harkness (Senior Statutory Auditor) 
 
For and on behalf of Scott-Moncrieff Audit Services, Statutory Auditor 
Eligible to act as an auditor in terms of Section 1212 of the Companies Act 2006 
 
Exchange Place 3 
Semple Street 
Edinburgh 
EH3 8BL

Date: 19 March 2020

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Total
General Designated Unrestricted Restricted Total Total

Funds Funds Funds Funds Funds Funds
2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2018

Note £ £ £ £ £ £

Income and  
endowments from:

Donations, grants  
& legacies 2 2,811,069 – 2,811,069 495,623 3,306,692 2,811,043

Charitable activities:

• Services 3 18,001 – 18,001 – 18,001 16,311

• Research & development 4 – – – 25,600 25,600 478,854

Other trading activities:

• Fundraising activities & events 5 952,270 – 952,270 381,851 1,334,121 1,428,574

Investments 6 19,278 – 19,278 – 19,278 11,998

Total 3,800,618 – 3,800,618 903,074 4,703,692 4,746,780

Expenditure on:

Raising funds 7 927,505 – 927,505 – 927,505 1,081,106

Charitable activities:

• Services 8 997,675 – 997,675 – 997,675 911,378

• Research & development 9 368,521 478,333 846,854 371,965 1,218,819 2,249,357

• Communications 10 524,850 – 524,850 – 524,850 522,554

Total 2,818,551 478,333 3,296,884 371,965 3,668,849 4,764,395

Gains/(losses) on  
investment assets 18 78,718 – 78,718 – 78,718 (64,236)

Net income/(expenditure) 1,060,785 (478,333) 582,452 531,109 1,113,561 (81,851)

Transfers between funds 23 (750,897) 1,086,276 335,379 (335,379) – –

Net movement in funds 15 309,888 607,943 917,831 195,730 1,113,561 (81,851)

Reconciliation of funds:

Total funds brought forward 996,805 4,632,249 5,629,054 (49,041) 5,580,013 5,661,864

Total funds carried forward 23 1,306,693 5,240,192 6,546,885 146,689 6,693,574 5,580,013

All results relate to continuing activities.

The Statement of Financial Activities includes the net realised and unrealised gains and losses arising on 
disposals and revaluations of our investments during the year.

The notes on pages 47 to 61 form part of the financial statements.

Statement of Financial Activities (incorporating income and 
expenditure account) for the 12 months to 31 December 2019
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Balance Sheet as at 31 December 2019

2019 2018
Note £ £

Fixed assets
Intangible assets 16 105,953 114,199
Tangible assets 17 14,021 17,207
Investments 18 1,008,395 929,677

1,128,369 1,061,083

Current assets
Debtors 19 568,043 600,348
Cash at bank and in hand 26 7,405,011 6,046,115

7,973,054 6,646,463

Current liabilities
Creditors due within one year 20 2,407,849 2,127,533

Net current assets 5,565,205 4,518,930

Total net assets 24 6,693,574 5,580,013

Represented by
General funds 23 1,306,693 996,805
Designated funds 23 5,240,192 4,632,249

Restricted funds 23 146,689 (49,041)
6,693,574 5,580,013

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part 15 of the 
Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies. The financial statements were authorised for issue by 
the Directors at their meeting on 19 March 2020 and signed on their behalf by:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Director  
Marc Gordon

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Director  
Alex Montgomery

 
Company Number SC190563

The notes on pages 47 to 61 form part of the financial statements.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Statement of Cash Flows  
for the 12 months to 31 December 2019

  2019  2018
 Note £  £

     
Cash flows from operating activities:     
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities 25 1,353,015  (866,321)

     
Cash flows from investing activities:     
Dividends, interest and rents from investments  19,278  11,998
Purchase of property, plant and equipment 16/17 (13,397)  (58,842)

Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities  5,881  (46,844)

     
Change in cash and cash equivalents  
in the reporting period  1,358,896  (913,165)
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning  
of the reporting period  6,046,115  6,959,280
Cash and cash equivalents at the end  
of the reporting period 26 7,405,011  6,046,115

The notes on pages 47 to 61 form part of the financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements  
for the year ended 31 December 2019

1. Accounting policies

General information – Charitable Company

These financial statements are presented in 
pounds sterling (GBP) as that is the currency 
in which the charitable company’s transactions 
are denominated. They comprise the financial 
statements of Myeloma UK.

The principal activity of Myeloma UK is to help 
myeloma patients live longer and with a better 
quality of life. We provide a broad and innovative 
range of services, from information and support, 
to improving standards of treatment and care 
through research, education, campaigning 
and raising awareness. Patients drive the 
organisation’s sense of urgency and desire to 
accelerate the delivery of improved care, effective 
treatments and ultimately to find a cure for 
myeloma. 

Myeloma UK is a charitable company limited by 
guarantee incorporated in the United Kingdom 
and registered in Scotland. It is recognised 
as a charity for tax purposes by HMRC and 
is registered with the Office of the Scottish 
Charity Regulator (OSCR) under charity number 
SC026116. In the event of the winding up of 
the charitable company a member is liable to 
contribute a sum not exceeding £1. Details of 
the registered office and company registration 
number can be found on page 39 of these 
financial statements. 

Basis of accounting

 • The financial statements have been prepared 
in accordance with Financial Reporting 
Standard 102, as issued by the Financial 
Reporting Council (effective 1 January 
2019), the Charities and Trustee Investment 
(Scotland) Act 2005, the Charities Accounts 
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended), 
the Companies Act 2006 and Charities 
Statement of Recommended Practice 
(FRS102).

 • Myeloma UK meets the definition of a public 
benefit entity under FRS 102. Assets and 
liabilities are initially recognised at historical 
cost or transition value unless otherwise stated 
in the relevant accounting policy. 
 

Going concern

 • Due to the level of unrestricted cash reserves 
the Directors are of the opinion that the 
organisation can meet its obligations as 
they fall due for the foreseeable future. The 
organisation makes use of budgets and cash 
flow forecasts to manage and assess financial 
performance, ensuring that liabilities are met 
as they fall due. On this basis, the Directors 
consider it appropriate to prepare the financial 
statements on a going concern basis.

Critical judgements and estimates

 • In preparing the financial statements directors 
make estimates and assumptions which 
affect reported results, financial position 
and disclosure of contingencies. Use of 
available information and application of 
judgement are inherent in the formation of the 
estimates, together with past experience and 
expectations of future events that are believed 
to be reasonable under the circumstances. 
Actual results in the future could differ from 
such estimates.

 • Critical judgements are made in the 
application of income recognition and the 
recognition of grants payable.

Fund accounting

 • Designated funds are unrestricted income 
sources which have been reserved for a 
specific future purpose.

 • Restricted funds are subject to restrictions 
on their expenditure imposed by the donor or 
through the terms of an appeal.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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Notes to the Financial Statements  
for the year ended 31 December 2019 (continued)

Recognition of income

 • Income is recognised when the charity has 
legal entitlement to the funds, the receipt is 
probable and the amount can be measured 
reliably.

 • Donations and tax recoveries are included in 
the period in which they are receivable.

 • Investment income is included when 
receivable.

 • Legacies are recognised as income when 
there is an entitlement, probability of receipt 
and measurability of the legacy. Where 
legacies have been notified to the charity 
and the criteria for income recognition have 
not been met, the legacy is treated as a 
contingent asset and disclosed if material. No 
life interest legacies have been awarded to the 
organisation.

 • Grants are credited to the Statement 
of Financial Activities and Income and 
Expenditure Account in the year in which they 
are receivable. Grants are not recognised as 
receivable until the conditions for receipt have 
been met.

 • Where there are performance conditions 
attached to any grants and donations, income 
is recognised when the conditions have been 
met or when meeting the conditions are within 
the charity’s control and there is sufficient 
evidence that they have been met or will be 
met. Where a grant condition allows for the 
recovery of any unexpended grant, a liability 
is recognised when repayment becomes 
probable.

Allocation and recognition of expenditure

 • Expenditure is recognised when a legal or 
constructive obligation arises. Where possible, 
expenditure has been charged directly to 
charitable expenditure or governance costs. 
Where this is not possible, the expenditure has 
been allocated on the basis of time spent by 
staff on each activity.

 • Grants payable are payments made to third 
parties in the furtherance of the charitable 
objectives of the organisation.

 • Provisions for grants are made when 
the intention to make a grant has been 
communicated to the recipient and there is 
uncertainty about either the timing of the grant 
or the amount of grant payable, but the terms 
and conditions attached to the grant have 
been met.

 • Governance costs include those costs 
associated with meeting the constitutional and 
statutory requirements of the organisation and 
costs linked to the strategic management of 
the organisation.

 • Support costs have been allocated to 
categories on a basis consistent with the use 
of resources, e.g. by the number of staff.

Intangible fixed assets and amortisation

 • Intangible assets consist of capitalised 
software.

 • Assets are held at costs less accumulated 
amortisation and accumulated impairment 
losses.

 • Amortisation is calculated on a straight line 
basis to allocate the asset’s value evenly over 
its estimated useful life of 7 years.

 • The amortised value of intangible assets are 
subject to an annual impairment review.

Tangible fixed assets and depreciation

 • Tangible fixed assets consist of office 
equipment and leasehold improvements.

 • Individual fixed assets costing £1,000 or more 
are capitalised at cost.

 • Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less 
depreciation and impairment losses.

 • Office equipment is depreciated on a straight 
line basis over its estimated useful life of four 
years.

 • The Directors have reviewed fixed assets for 
possible impairment and are satisfied that no 
such impairment has taken place.

1. Accounting policies (continued)
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Notes to the Financial Statements  
for the year ended 31 December 2019 (continued)

Fixed asset investments

 • Investments are stated at fair value at the 
year end, which is provided by the charitable 
company’s investment advisors. Gains and 
losses are included within the Statement of 
Financial Activities.

Debtors

 • Trade debtors are amounts due in relation to 
clinical trials. Trade debtors are recognised at 
the undiscounted amount of cash receivable, 
which is normally the invoiced amount, less 
any allowance for doubtful debts.

Cash at bank and in hand

 • Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash 
on hand and balances with banks which are 
readily convertible, being those with maturities 
of three months or fewer from inception.

 • Cash and cash equivalents are measured at 
amortised cost.

Creditors

 • Trade creditors are obligations to pay for goods 
or services that have been acquired. They are 
recognised at the undiscounted amount owed 
to the supplier, which is normally the invoice 
price.

Financial assets and liabilities

 • Financial instruments are recognised 
in the statement of financial position 
when the charity becomes a party to the 
contractual provisions of the instrument. 
Financial instruments are initially measured 
at transaction price. Subsequent to initial 
recognition, they are accounted for as set out 
below. 

 • Financial instruments are classified as either 
‘basic’ or ‘other’ in accordance with Chapter 11 
of FRS 102. The charitable company has only 
entered into basic financial instruments.

 • At the end of each reporting period, basic 
financial instruments are measured at 
amortised cost using the effective interest 
method. Quoted equity financial instruments 
are measured at fair value at the end of the 
reporting period with the resulting changes 
recognised in income or expenditure. Where 
the fair value cannot be reliably measured, they 
are recognised at cost less impairment.

 • Financial assets are derecognised when the 
contractual rights to the cash flows from 
the asset expire, or when the charity has 
transferred substantially all the risks and 
rewards of ownership. Financial liabilities are 
derecognised only once the liability has been 
extinguished through discharge, cancellation 
or expiry.

Operating leases

 • Rentals applicable to operating leases where 
substantially all of the benefits and risks of 
ownership remain with the lessor are charged 
to the Statement of Financial Activities on a 
straight-line basis over the life of the lease.

Pension costs

 • The organisation operates a defined 
contribution pension scheme and the pension 
charge represents the amount payable by the 
organisation to the fund in the year. Pension 
costs are attached to staff costs in allocating 
the liability and expense to activities and 
restricted funds.

Taxation

 • As a charity there is no corporation tax liability 
under Section 478 of the Corporation Tax 
Act 2010. The organisation is registered 
but partially exempt for VAT. Accordingly, 
expenditure includes irrecoverable VAT where 
applicable.

 • Any Gift Aid repayment due on income 
receivable is recognised on an accruals basis.

1. Accounting policies (continued)
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Notes to the Financial Statements  
for the year ended 31 December 2019 (continued)

Income and endowments

2. Donations grants and legacies 2019 2018
£ £

Donations, legacies (including tax recoverable) 1,886,670 1,721,704
Grants from corporate and charitable trusts 601,378 200,549
Grants from pharmaceutical companies 270,000 286,233
Community fundraising 548,644 602,557

3,306,692 2,811,043

3. Charitable activities – services 2019 2018
£ £

Infoday fees 18,001 16,311
 18,001 16,311

4. Charitable activities – research & development 2019 2018
£ £

Clinical Trial Network 25,600 403,854
Other pharmaceutical collaborations (note 23) – 75,000

25,600 478,854

5. Other trading activities – fundraising activities & events 2019 2018
£ £

Patron programme 188,000 220,175
Myeloma UK events 481,042 533,438
Fundraising activities 521,122 606,707
Merchandise 119,459 58,074
Lottery 24,498 10,180

1,334,121 1,428,574

Fundraising activities and events includes income generated from Coffee Morning Month, London Paris 
Ride, Myeloma Awareness Week, Christmas card sales, and other fundraising activities.

6. Investment income 2019 2018
£ £

Interest received 19,278 11,998
19,278 11,998
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Expenditure on

7. Raising funds 2019 2018
£ £

Patron programme 25,996 14,312
Myeloma UK events 7,124 24,237
Fundraising activities 237,250 393,299
Merchandise 59,046 75,968
Other fundraising costs 81,800 106,128
Employment costs (note 13) 357,035 283,695
Support costs (note 12) 141,900 153,793
Governance costs (note 11) 17,354 29,674

927,505 1,081,106

8. Charitable activities – services 2019 2018
£ £

Programme costs 277,370 248,328
Employment costs (note 13) 482,169 444,073
Support costs (note 12) 212,186 183,560
Governance costs (note 11) 25,950 35,417

997,675 911,378

9. Charitable activities – research 2019 2018
£ £

Programme costs – grants payable 766,702 1,645,378
Programme costs – other 116,003 239,813
Employment costs (note 13) 260,209 299,064
Support costs (note 12) 67,634 54,572
Governance costs (note 11) 8,271 10,530

1,218,819 2,249,357

Grants payable in the current and previous year are payable to the following institutions: 

Institute for Cancer Research 277,302 835,784
University of Leeds 395,242 508,998
University of Birmingham 2,491 11,208
Structural Genomics Consortium 91,667 185,000
University College Hospital – 13,134
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence – 50,570
Manchester Royal Infirmary – 39,322
Queen’s University Belfast – 1,362
Total grants payable, as above 766,702 1,645,378

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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10. Charitable activities – communications 2019 2019
£ £

Programme costs 44,572 66,800

Employment costs (note 13) 321,024 315,195
Support costs (note 12) 141,900 117,825
Governance costs (note 11) 17,354 22,734

524,850 522,554
 

11. Governance costs 2019 2018
£ £

Accountancy and audit 14,300 9,485
Board expenses 17,608 11,514
Legal and professional fees 9,901 31,028
Employment costs (note 13) 27,120 46,328

68,929 98,355

12. Support costs 2019 2018
£ £

Employment costs (note 13) 224,588 240,379
Office costs 101,675 104,999
IT costs 63,732 38,226
Administration costs 70,966 105,564
HR & other costs 102,659 20,582

563,620 509,750

13. Employee remuneration 2019 2018
£ £

Salaries 1,465,125 1,426,313
Employer’s national insurance 138,415 137,867
Employer’s pension contribution 68,605 64,554

1,672,145 1,628,734

Average number of employees  
(all directly engaged in charitable activities) 49 46

  
Employees earning between £60,001 and £70,000 2 1
Employees earning between £70,001 and £80,000 1 1
Employees earning between £140,001 and £150,000 – 1

The employee earning between £140,001 and £150,000 is shown inclusive of a full year’s salary plus other 
payments including pay in lieu of notice.
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14. Payments to Directors 2019 2018
£ £

No Directors received any remuneration.

Board travel and related expenses reimbursed 2,537 2,233
Trustee indemnity insurance paid during the year 925 925
Total employee benefits of key management personnel 368,326 442,801

Four Directors were reimbursed travel expenses in 2019 (2018: 3). 

In December 2018 the Chief Executive resigned and the post remains vacant. Remuneration of key 
management personnel for 2019 includes nil costs of this individual (2018: full year costs).

15. Net movement in funds 2019 2018
£ £

This is stated after charging:

Auditors’ remuneration – audit 7,800 9,447
Auditors’ remuneration – non-audit services 9,379 2,606
Depreciation & amortisation 24,829 29,217

16. Intangible fixed assets Capitalised
software

£
Cost
At 1 January 2019 119,710
Purchased during period 8,327
At 31 December 2019 128,037

Amortisation
At 1 January 2019 5,511
Provided during period 16,573
At 31 December 2019 22,084

Net book value
At 31 December 2019 105,953
At 31 December 2018 114,199

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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17. Tangible fixed assets Leasehold Office 
Improvement Equipment Total

£ £ £
Cost
At 1 January 2019 11,239 108,893 120,132
Purchased during period – 5,070 5,070
At 31 December 2019 11,239 113,963 125,202

Depreciation
At 1 January 2019 1,990 100,935 102,925
Provided during period 1,405 6,851 8,256
At 31 December 2019 3,395 107,786 111,181

Net book value
At 31 December 2019 7,844 6,177 14,021
At 31 December 2018 9,249 7,958 17,207

18. Investments 2019
£

Quoted investments and cash:
Fair value 1 January 2019 929,677
Net Investment (losses)/gains 78,718

Fair value 31 December 2019 1,008,395

Historical cost 850,000

The investments are held in a global fund. Individual securities within this fund are not identifiable.

19. Debtors 2019 2018
£ £

Trade debtors 107,331 168,934
Prepayments and accrued income 460,712 431,414

568,043 600,348
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20. Creditors due within one year 2019 2018
£ £

Trade creditors 946,729 383,834
Accruals and deferred income 318,262 973,332
Accruals for grants payable 1,090,349 722,799
Taxation and social security creditors 52,509 47,568

2,407,849 2,127,533

Deferred income
£ £

At 1 January 2019 81,770 40,523
Released in year (6,770) (40,523)

Income deferred in the year 79,731 81,770
At 31 December 2019 154,731 81,770

Income for the 2020 London Marathon, the 2020 London Paris bike ride and a 2020 golf day have been 
deferred as the charity is not entitled to the income until the events have taken place. A restricted donation 
has also been deferred as the charity is not entitled to the income until 2020.

21. Operating lease commitments

The organisation had non-cancellable commitments under operating leases as follows:

2019 2018
£ £

Land and buildings
Payments due within one year 62,800 62,800
Payments due within 2-5 years 251,200 5,233

314,000 68,033

Equipment
Payments due within one year 4,447 12,029
Payments due within 2-5 years 4,320 8,767

8,767 20,796

Total 322,767 88,829

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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22. Grants payable commitments

The organisation has the following commitments for grants payable in respect of research:

Committed Commitments New Committed at
01 January Charged Released Accrued Commitment 31 December

Total Grant 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019
Grant awarded to £ £ £ £ £ £ £

ICR – Translational 
Research 1,985,656 432,459 – – – – 432,459

ICR – Genetics 
Research 1,000,000 900,000 (98,928) – (101,072) – 700,000

University of Leeds 358,971 141,191 (68,663) – (48,089) 37,956 62,395

Structural 
Genomics 
Consortium 270,000 125,000 (25,000) – (66,667) – 33,333

University of Leeds –  
Clinical Trials 
Network 846,683 894,201 (165,256) (804) (149,553) – 578,588

ICR – CTN Sample 
analysis 2,222,869 77,302 (105,678) – – 28,376 –

Other CTN sample 
analysis 301,083 3,324 – – (5,366) 2,042 –

6,985,262 2,573,477 (463,525) (804) (370,747) 68,374 1,806,775

The organisation committed to a new five year funding package for research programmes at the ICR on an 
annualised contract basis which was due to begin in 2019. However due to delays with recruitment to posts 
required for this work, it will not begin until early 2020.  

The organisation remains committed to a five year funding package for genetics research at the ICR. This work 
is being fully funded by David Forbes Nixon Foundation.

The organisation is also committed to funding a PhD post at the University of Leeds, a joint PhD post at Leeds 
Institute of Clinical Trials Research and a Research Technician at the University of Leeds.

The organisation is committed to a funding package for the Structural Genomics Consortium research 
programme, providing funding for one bioinformatician post. 

A new CTN £2.06m contract was agreed in 2017, covering the period 2017 – 2019. This contract was amended 
in 2018 to reduce both the length of the contract and its value. This contract ended in February 2019. The new 
three year contract with the University of Leeds for clinical trials development began in 2019. This funding 
package totals £846k.

The organisation was also committed to funding £2.3m sample analysis work at the ICR which relates to the 
Clinical Trials Network. This contract was ended before the due date and ended in February 2019.

No funds will be released until the grantee has demonstrated that the work has been completed. The 
organisation can cease to fund research projects if terms and conditions are not complied with and if 
satisfactory progress reports are not received. 
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23. General, Designated and Restricted funds

01 January Gains/ 31 December
2019 Income Expenses Transfers (losses) 2019

Unrestricted funds £ £ £ £ £ £

General funds 996,805 3,800,618 (2,818,551) (750,897) 78,718 1,306,693

Designated funds
Twelve months operating 
expenditure 1,027,708 – – 1,051,465 – 2,079,173

Infastructure Programme – – – 300,000 – 300,000
Research Programmes 1,031,064 – (478,333) 501,513 – 1,054,244
Grants Payable Commitments 2,573,477 – – (766,702) – 1,806,775

      
Total unrestricted funds 5,629,054 3,800,618 (3,296,884) 335,379 78,718 6,546,885

Restricted funds

Donations, legacies  
& fundraising – 455,807 – (455,807) – –
ICR – Peter Luckhille – 120,000 – – – 120,000
ICR – David Forbes Nixon – 200,000 (200,000) – – --
CTN – Celgene (119,001) – – 119,001 – –
CTN – Janssen 21,436 – (21,436) – – –
CTN – GMA MUK8 (1,424) – – 1,424 – –
NAPP Pharma –  
Blood Cancer Alliance 12,353 – (12,353) – – –
Joyce & Norman Freed (10,000) 101,667 (91,670) 3 – –
Goldman Sachs Gives 26,689 – – – – 26,689
The Ken and Edna Morrison 
Charitable Trust 20,906 – (20,906) – – –
Novartis – 25,600 (25,600) – – –

     
Total restricted funds (49,041) 903,074 (371,965) (335,379) – 146,689

Total charity funds 5,580,013 4,703,692 (3,668,849) – 78,718 6,693,574

Donations, legacies and fundraising income given specifically for research purposes have been allocated 
against the Myeloma UK research programmes.

The named restricted funds represent donations received principally to sponsor research projects into the 
causes and treatment of myeloma and related disorders. These funds are ring fenced and must only be spent 
in accordance with donors’ wishes. 

The designated reserves are split into a reserve for research purposes and a reserve to cover twelve months 
overhead expenditure. There is also a designated reserve for the grant payable commitments. The organisation 
has also designated a reserve for new infrastructure projects anticipated to begin in 2020.

The organisation is committed to funding clinical trial development at the University of Leeds and the research 
programmes at the ICR. These and additional research programmes are expected to cost in excess of £3m over 
the next five years. In addition to the existing research reserves, further funding required for research will be 
met by ongoing fundraising activities and initiatives. 

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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23. General, Designated and Restricted funds (continued)

For comparative purposes, the 2018 funds note is shown below.

01 Jan 2018 Income Expenses Transfers (losses) 31 Dec 2018
Unrestricted funds £ £ £ £ £ £

General funds 2,965,207 3,536,602 (2,766,462) (2,674,306) (64,236) 996,805

Designated funds
Six months operating 
expenditure 1,037,012 – – (9,304) – 1,027,708
Research Programmes 802,359 – (480,157) 708,862 – 1,031,064
Grants Payable 
Commitments – – – 2,573,477 – 2,573,477

      
Total unrestricted funds 4,804,578 3,536,602 (3,246,619) 598,729 (64,236) 5,629,054

Restricted funds
Donations, legacies  
& fundraising – 598,729 – (598,729) – –
ICR – Peter Luckhille – 120,000 (120,000) – – –
ICR – David Forbes Nixon 100,000 – (100,000) – – –
CTN – The Harrison-Frank 
Family – 10,000 (10,000) – – –
CTN – Celgene 228,637 – (347,638) – – (119,001)
CTN – Janssen 219,607 212,230 (410,401) – – 21,436
CTN – GMA MUK8 – 191,624 (193,048) – – (1,424)
Janssen 6,262 75,000 (75,000) – – –
NAPP Pharma –  
Blood Cancer Alliance 12,353 – – – – 12,353
Alex Wilson 100,000 – (100,000) – – –
Joyce & Norman Freed 100,000 – (110,000) – – (10,000)
Goldman Sachs Gives 26,689 – – – – 26,689
The Ken and Edna 
Morrison Charitable Trust 70,000 – (49,094) – – 20,906
MPE Europe – 2,595 (2,595) – – –

     
Total restricted funds 857,286 1,210,178 (1,517,776) (598,729) – (49,041)

Total charity funds 5,661,864 4,746,779 (4,764,394) – (64,236) 5,580,013

Donations, legacies and fundraising income given specifically for research purposes have been allocated 
against the Myeloma UK research programmes.

The named restricted funds represent donations received principally to sponsor research projects into 
the causes and treatment of myeloma and related disorders. These funds are ring fenced and must only 
be spent in accordance with donors’ wishes.

The designated reserves are split into a reserve for research purposes and a reserve to cover six months 
overhead expenditure. There is also a designated reserve for the grant payable commitments.

The organisation is committed to funding clinical trial development at the University of Leeds and the 
research programmes at the ICR. These and additional research programmes are expected to cost in 
excess of £5m over the next five years. In addition to the existing research reserves, further funding 
required for research will be met by ongoing fundraising activities and initiatives. 
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24. Analysis of net assets between funds 

Unrestricted Restricted
Funds Funds Total 

2019
£ £ £

Intangible fixed assets 105,953 – 105,953

Tangible fixed assets 14,021 – 14,021
Investments 1,008,395 – 1,008,395
Net current assets 5,418,516 146,689 5,565,205

6,546,885 146,689 6,693,574

For comparative purposes, the 2018 analysis of net assets note is shown below.

Unrestricted Restricted Total
Funds Funds 2018

£ £ £

Intangible fixed assets 114,119 – 114,119
Tangible fixed assets 17,207 – 17,207
Investments 929,677 – 929,677
Net current assets 4,567,971 (49,041) 4,518,930

5,629,054 (49,041) 5,580,013

25. Reconciliation of net income to net cash flow from operating activities 

2019  2018
 £  £

Net income for the reporting period  
(as per the statement of financial activities) 1,113,561  (81,851)

   
Adjustments for:   
Depreciation & amortisation charges 24,829  29,217
(Gains)/losses on investments (78,718)  64,236
Dividends, interest and rents from investments (19,278)  (11,998)
Decrease/(increase) in stocks –  20,110
Decrease/(increase) in debtors 32,305  (325,743)
Increase/(decrease) in creditors 280,316  (560,292)
Net cash provided by operating activities 1,353,015  (866,321)

26. Analysis of cash and cash equivalents
2018 Cash flows 2019

 £  £
    

Cash at bank 6,046,115 1,358,896 7,405,011

The charitable company does not have any financial debts such as overdrafts or bank loans. 

27. Controlling party
In the opinion of the Directors, there is no controlling party.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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28. Related parties

Susan Blair, a Director of Myeloma UK until 13 September 2019, is a Myeloma Clinical Nurse Specialist at 
The Christie Hospital, Manchester. The Christie Hospital has entered into a contract to participate in the 
CTN. 

Dr Karthik Ramasamy, a Director of Myeloma UK from 27 November 2018, is Consultant Haematologist at 
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust. Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust has entered into a contract 
to participate in the CTN.

29. Comparative Statement of Financial Activities

General 
Funds 
2018

Designated 
Funds 
2018

Total 
Unrestricted 

Funds 
2018

Restricted 
Funds 
2018

Total 
Funds 
2018

Note £ £ £ £ £

Income and  
endowments from:

Donations and legacies 2 2,552,727 – 2,552,727 258,316 2,811,043
Charitable activities:

• Services 3 16,311 – 16,311 – 16,311

• Research & development 4 – – – 478,854 478,854

Other trading activities 5 955,566 – 955,566 473,008 1,428,574
Investments 6 11,998 – 11,998 – 11,998

Total 3,536,602 3,536,602 1,210,178 4,746,780

Expenditure on:

Raising funds 7 1,081,106 – 1,081,106 – 1,081,106
Charitable activities:

• Services 8 861,378 – 861,378 50,000 911,378

• Research & development 9 301,424 480,157 781,581 1,467,776 2,249,357

• Communications 10 522,554 – 522,554 – 522,554

Total 2,766,462 480,157 3,246,619 1,517,776 4,764,395

Losses on investment assets (64,236) – (64,236) – (64,236)

Net expenditure 705,904 (480,157) 225,747 (307,598) (81,851)

Transfers between funds (2,674,306) 3,273,035 598,729 (598,729) –

Net movement in funds (1,968,402) 2,792,878 824,476 (906,327) (81,851)
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30. Company status

Myeloma UK is a company limited by guarantee and the contribution of members to the liability of the 
charity is restricted by the Memorandum and Articles of Association to a maximum of £1.

31. Non-audit services

In common with many other organisations of its size, the charitable company engages its auditors to 
provide payroll bureau services.

32. Financial assets and liabilities 

2019 2018
£ £

Financial assets at fair value 1,008,395 929,677
Financial assets at amortised cost 7,918,694 6,437,819
Financial liabilities at amortised cost (2,207,889) (2,039,440)

Financial assets at fair value comprise quoted investments.

Financial assets, at amortised cost, comprise trade debtors, accrued income and cash at bank and in hand.

Financial liabilities, at amortised cost, comprise trade creditors and accrued costs.

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
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This appendix is for information only and does not form part of the audited financial statements.

Grants from pharmaceutical companies

2019 2018
£ £

Amgen Ltd 80,000 80,000
Amgen (Europe) Gmb – 1,233
Celgene Ltd 110,000 110,000
Takeda UK Limited 40,000 75,000
The Binding Site Ltd 20,000 20,000
Janssen Cilag 20,000 –
Sanofi 22,500 –

292,500 286,233

In 2018, £75k from Janssen-Cilag Ltd has been classified as charitable activities due to the nature of the 
contract.
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Thank You 
We are extremely grateful to everyone who supported us throughout 
2019, including the many individuals who have given up their time and 
energy to take part in an event, raise money, or make a donation.

Thank you to all of our patrons, benefactors and friends, and to the Trusts and Foundations who have 
supported our work this year. A special thank you goes out to our Board of Directors, partners and all the 
staff at Myeloma UK who make our work possible.

Guardians
The de Winton Family

Stuart Roden

Benefactors
Allan and Rena Galt

Jill Moss

Patrons
Noel Gibbs

Richard and Barbara Harrison

Lord and Lady Mendelsohn

Jenny and Peter Michaelides

Michael and Melanie 
Sherwood

Friends 
Anthony Abrahams

Jenny Benjamin

David Lloyd

Michael J Marks

Corporates
Baillie Gifford

BCG Partners

QuickTrace Ltd

Thomas Miller & Co Ltd

Trusts and Foundations
The Burry Charitable Trust

The Kreitman Foundation

The Pears Foundation

The Bothwell Charitable Trust

The Brian Mitchell Charitable Settlement

David Forbes-Nixon Charitable Foundation

Dr J C B Sym Charitable Trust

Jackdaw Trust

The Joyce and Norman Freed Charitable Trust

Francis and Eric Ford Charity Trust

Joseph Strong Frazer Trust

Reverend W N Monteith’s 2004 Charitable Trust

The C.A. Redfern Charitable Foundation

The Sycamore Trust

We also wish to thank our supporters who chose to remain anonymous.

If you would like to support our work visit: myeloma.org.uk/get-involved

https://www.myeloma.org.uk
https://www.myeloma.org.uk/get-involved
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